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Corsa  and Rodeo
Today automated sliding doors are the ideal solution when it comes to managing 

access ways, be it in private or public areas.

Door automation can thus be considered to be  the maximum technologica l sta

tement when applied to doors - making their daily operation safer and 

easier to use.

Automated sliding doors

Public and commercial such 
as railway stations, airports, naval 
stations, shops, shopping malls 
and pharmacies.

Public and service areas such 
as banks, offces, hospitals and 
sports centres.

Private areas such as hotels, 
restaurants, companies and resi -

dential homes.

Automated doors are an added value to any building, whether it be residential, 

professional or commercial. Comfort, prestige, safety, practicality, space 

enhancement, client hospitality oriented.

These are just some of the great advantages provided. Sharp-looking and 

functional, these door automations start off simple from the drawing board, as 

they are designed to be integrated with a host of available solutions so 

as to fully exploit the system. Came automated systems and advanced 

design know-how, make it so that doors in modern-day architecture are 

no longer barriers, but rather a service.

The advantages

Dimensions

Technical features

Type

* Power supply (V)

Motor power supply (V)

Max power (W)

Operating temperature (?C)

Opening speed (cm/s)

Traction force (Kg)

Max leaf weight (Kg)

Duty cycle (%)

CORSA 1

230 A.C.

24 D.C.

70

-20 ? +55

57

5

75 

intensive use

CORSA 2

230 A.C.

24 D.C.

70

-20 ? +55

102

5

75 + 75

intensive use

RODEO 1

230 A.C.

24 D.C.

90

-20 ? +55

45

8

125

intensive use

RODEO 2

230 A.C.

24 D.C.

90

-20 ? +55

80

8

125 + 125

intensive use
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